
Artist/Gallery Consignment Agreement 
 

Artist 
Name: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Telephone number: _____________________________________________________ 

 
 
Email address: ________________________________________________________ 

 
and 

 
Gallery 
 

Gallery of Rogues  
Watchtower Cafe  
1588 S. State St. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
(801) 477-7671 

hereby enter into the following agreement: 
 

 
1.) Agency, Purposes. The Artist appoints Gallery of Rogues as agency for the works of art 
consigned under this Agreement, for the purposes of exhibition and sale. Gallery of Rogues 
should not permit the Artworks to be used for any other purposes without the written consent of 
The Artist.  
 
2.) Venue. The Gallery shall exhibit the work between June 9th and July 7th within the The 
Gallery. The Gallery shall provide space to hang works of art, display title cards and prices, in 
addition to front counter space to display prints, greeting cards, and business cards.  
 
 
 



3.) Hanging. The Artist shall hang the existing work selected for exhibition between June 
5th-June 8th during business hours. The Artist shall provide The Gallery with a projected time 
frame of hanging the art within 24 hours notice. In the event of disagreement over hanging the 
work, The Gallery Director reserves the right to make the final decision.  
 
4.) Collection. The Artist shall collect all work on the Gallery premises between July 7th-July 
9th during business hours, and shall provide The Gallery with notice with intended time frame 
during these periods of time with 24 hours notice. After this time, The Gallery shall not be 
responsible for any damage to/loss or destruction of the work from any cause including 
negligence by The Gallery, it’s servants or agents, or by any other person; The Gallery reserves 
the right in it’s own discretion to dispose of any work on the premises uncollected after the 
agreed collection time.  
 
5.) Damages. If a work is lost, damaged or destroyed during the exhibition period, The Gallery 
shall notify The Artist immediately. The Gallery is not responsible for any lost or stolen items.  
 
6.) Opening Hours. The Gallery shall be open to the public during the exhibition period 
between 8:00 AM and 12:00 AM day to day, and The Gallery shall provide invigilation for the 
exhibition during that time.  
 
7.) Publicity. The Artist shall help provide publicity for the exhibition and collaborate with 
The Gallery for its design, layout, content, and distribution. The artist shall provide The Gallery 
with promotional images, a short typed biography, and any additional links to online sites and/or 
digital portfolios.  
 
8.) Sale of Work. All works exhibited shall be for sale, except where The Gallery agrees to 
exhibit work ‘Not For Sale’. 
 
The Gallery shall advise on pricing the work, but The Artist reserves the right to make the final 
decision.  
 
Exhibited work shall be sold only through The Gallery during the exhibition period, and The 
Gallery shall take commission on any sales at the rate of 20%; the purchase prices less 
commission shall be paid to The Artist by cash/check on collection of all unsold work after the 
exhibition.  
 
 
 



Artist signature:_________________________________ 
 
Signed the ____ day of _____, 2017.  
 
 
Gallery representative: ____________________________ 
 
Signed the _____ day of ______, 2017. 


